We study extensions of valued vector spaces with variable base eld, introducing the notion of disjointness and valuation disjointness in this setting. We apply the results to determine the model theoretic properties of valued vector spaces (with variable base eld) relative to that of their skeletons. We study the model theory of the skeletons in special cases. We apply the results to ordered vector spaces with compatible valuation.
Introduction
Let K be a eld, V a K-vector space and ? a totally ordered set with 1 as its last element. A surjective map v : V ?! ? is a valuation on V (and ( K V; v) is a valued vector space) if for all x; y 2 V and k 2 K, the following holds: (i) v(x) = 1 if and only if x = 0, (ii) v(x ? y) minfv(x); v(y)g (ultrametric triangle law) . In this paper, we will only consider valued vector spaces with value preserving scalar multiplication, which means that they satisfy: (iii) v(kx) = v(x) if k 6 = 0.
This condition is crucial for the results of this paper.
We call v(V ) := ? the value set of ( K V; v). Let 2 ? and put V = fx 2 V ; v(x) g V = fx 2 V ; v(x) > g : Then V , V are K-subspaces (for 6 = 1) satisfying V V V . We put B(V; ) = V /V ; B(V; 1) = 0 :
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The K-vector space B(V; ) is called the component corresponding to . The skeleton of ( K V; v) is the system S( K V; v) := (K; v(V ); fB(V; ) ; 2 v(V )g). We introduce a coe cient map V as follows. For every 2 ?, the coe cient map corresponding to is the canonical homomorphism V ( ; ?) : V ?! B(V; ) de ned by V ( ; x) = x + V :
The aim of our paper is to study extensions of valued vector spaces and their model theory. For this, we do not want to x the base eld. Throughout this paper, we let K be an arbitrary eld. If F is a sub eld of K and V is a K-vector space, then in a canonical manner, V is also an F-vector space. We write K V and F V to distinguish these two structures. We write F U K V if F is a sub eld of K and F U is an F-subspace of F V . If X is a subset of V , then we write F hXi for the F-subspace of V generated by X; hence, F hXi K V . We will frequently write hXi for K hXi.
In Section 3, we study extensions of the form F U K V , also in the presence of a valuation. The only chance to have a control on such extensions is given if F U is disjoint (respectively, valuation disjoint) from K in K V , that is, if F-independent (respectively, F-valuation independent) elements in U remain Kindependent (respectively, K-valuation independent) in V . We give criteria and show transitivity for these properties. We prove that valuation disjointness of a valued vector space is equivalent to disjointness for all of its components (Proposition 3.12). Further, we describe hUi in this case: as a valued K-vector space, it is uniquely determined by the valued F-vector space F U (Proposition 4.3) . Moreover, its components are just the subspaces generated by the corresponding components of U (Proposition 3.10) , and its value set is equal to that of U. Finally, we combine the conditions of valuation disjointness and that of niceness to get the notion of correct extensions. We investigate the properties of these extensions, and show results analogous to those one gets for nice subspaces.
In Section 5, we apply the algebraic results to study the model theory of valued vector spaces. The motivating question is: to which extend do the model theoretic properties of the skeleton determine those of the valued vector space? In K3], the theory of valued vector spaces and the theory of skeletons are formalised in rst order languages. In principle, we have the following two possibilities for the formalisation of vector spaces:
a) The base eld K is xed and we work in a one-sorted language L K which contains function symbols for scalar multiplication (one for each element in K).
b) The base eld is not xed and we work in a two-sorted language L which contains one binary function symbol for the scalar multiplication of an element of the eld sort with an element of the space sort. In both cases, the valuation can e.g. be formalised by a binary predicate expressing that v(x) v(y). Adjoining this predicate, we obtain languages L K V and L V .
Corresponding to these two versions, the skeletons can be formalised in a language L K S with xed base eld K, or in a language L S with variable base eld. We will not carry out the formalisation or give the axiom systems here; for a detailed description, we refer the reader to K3]. Let us say in advance that all of our model theoretic results remain valid if we formalise the valued vector spaces in a many-sorted language L VS = L V L S f g so as to include their skeletons. Then we can talk about the valuation v as a function from the space sort onto the value set sort, and of the coe cient map as a function from the space sort onto the components sort.
If M and N are structures for an arbitrary language L, then M 9 N stands for \M is existentially closed in N ". This means that every rst order existential sentence with parameters from M which holds in N, also holds in M.
We show the following Ax{Kochen{Ershov Principles for valued vector spaces: Theorem 1.1 1) Suppose that ( F U; v) ( K V; v) is an extension of valued vector spaces. Then ( F U; v) 9 ( K V; v) in L V if and only if S( F U; v) 9 S( K V; v) in L S .
2) The same holds with (\elementary substructure") in the place of \ 9 ". The class of all valued K-vector spaces with dense value set without endpoints and in nite components is complete and admits quanti er elimination.
If we enrich our languages of valued vector spaces and of skeletons by additional predicates, then we obtain analogues of Theorem 1.1 and its consequences, provided that the predicates on the skeleton are de nable from the predicates on the spaces and vice versa (cf. Section 5.4). We wish to apply this to the theory of ordered vector spaces (with compatible valuation).
If where jxj = maxfx; ?xg. If x K y, then we say that x and y are K-archimedean equivalent (if K is an archimedean eld, then this just means that x and y are archimedean equivalent); cf. K1]. Our general hypothesis that the scalar multiplication is value preserving means that x K y ) v(x) = v(y) . If also the converse holds, that is, if v induces an order isomorphism of the ordered set of all K-archimedean classes of V onto the value set, then v is called the natural valuation of (V; <). Note that the fact that v is the natural valuation cannot be expressed by an elementary sentence in the one-sorted language of valued K-vector spaces with an order. But in the two-sorted language of valued vector spaces with an order, \x K y" and hence also the following is an elementary formula:
Every compatible valuation on an ordered K-vector space ( K V; <) induces the structure of an ordered K-vector space on every component via:
We will then speak of the ordered skeleton S( K V; <; v). On the other hand, an ordered K-vector space structure on every component B of a valued vector space lifts to a unique ordered K-vector space structure on V via the converse of (1). So if we set L OV := L V f< V g and L OS := L S f< B g, and if we add the axiom 0 < V x $ 0 < B (v(x); x)
(2) to the theory of ordered vector spaces with compatible valuation and coe cient map, formalised in the language L OVS := L OV L OS f g, then < V and < B become interde nable. So we obtain from Theorem 5.11: Theorem 1.4 Suppose that ( F U; <; v) ( K V; <; v) is an extension of ordered vector spaces with compatible valuation. Then ( F U; <; v) 9 ( K V; <; v) in L OV if and only if S( F U; <; v) 9 S( K V; <; v) in L OS .
Analogous assertions hold for \ " and \ " in the place of \ 9 ". For ordered K-vector We say that the subspace U of V is nice in V if for all x 2 V , the subset v(x + U) = fv(x + z) ; z 2 Ug of v(V ) admits a maximum. This is equivalent to: for all x 2 V n U, the subspace U + Kx admits a valuation basis over U ( 3) Suppose that X U is K-independent. If k x 2 K, equal to zero for almost all x 2 X, but not all in F, then
Proposition 3.2 Suppose that hWi K W 0 K V . The following are equivalent: 1) every X U which is F-independent over W, remains K-independent over W 0 .
2) every F-basis of U over W remains a K-basis of hUi + W 0 over W 0 .
3) there is an F-basis of U over W which remains K-independent in V over W 0 .
Proof: 1))2): Every F-basis of U over W remains a system of K-generators of hUi over hWi and hence also of hUi+W 0 over W 0 . By 1), it remains K-independent over W 0 . 2))3): Trivial.
3))1): Let B be an F-basis of U over W which remains K-independent in V over W 0 . Assume x 1 ; : : : ; x r 2 U to be F-independent over W. Write 
The rst assertion follows from the fact that hWi = K h K 0 hWii.
For the converse, let B be an F-basis of U over W. By hypothesis, U is disjoint from K in V over W, so by Corollary 3.3, B remains a K-basis of hUi over hWi. But B is also a system of K 0 -generators of K 0 hUi over K 0 hWi. Hence B is a K 0 -basis of K 0 hUi over K 0 hWi which remains K-independent in K V over hWi = K h K 0 hWii.
Again by Corollary 3.3, it follows that U is disjoint from K 0 in V 0 over W and that
The following proposition states a di erent form of transitivity: Proposition 3.5 Suppose now that F U F V 0 K V . If V 0 is disjoint from K in V over U and U is disjoint from K in V over W, then V 0 is disjoint from K in V over W. Proof: By Corollary 3.3, it su ces to show that there exists an F-basis of V 0 over W which remains K-independent in V over hWi. Again by Corollary 3.3 and by hypothesis, let B be an F-basis of U over W which remains K-independent in V over hWi, and B 0 an F-basis of V 0 over U which remains K-independent in V over hUi. Then B B 0 is the required basis: indeed, it is an F-basis of V 0 over W since V 0 = F hB 0 i U = F hB 0 i F hBi W = F hB B 0 i W : Moreover, B B 0 is K-independent in V over hWi since B 0 is K-independent in V over hUi and B is K-independent in V over hWi (cf. K2; Lemma 2.1]).
3.Valuation Disjointness
Now we assume in addition to (4) Proof: The implications 1))2) and 2))3) are easy to establish. Let us prove 3))1). By Proposition 3.6 it su ces to show that for all 2 v(V ), every nite X B(U; ) which is F-independent over B(W; ), remains K-independent in B(V; ) over B(hWi; 
Proof: As in Proposition 3.4, the rst assertion follows from hWi = K h K 0 hWii.
For the converse, let X U be F-valuation independent over W. By hypothesis, it remains K-valuation independent in K V over hWi. Hence it is also K 0 -valuation independent in K 0 V 0 over K 0 hWi hWi. Assume that U is valuation disjoint from K in V . We show that K 0 hUi is valuation disjoint from K in V . Let Y K 0 hUi be a nite K 0 -valuation independent set. There exists a nite F-independent set X U such that 
Further, hU i = hUi and hU i = hUi , and for all 2 v(V ), hB(U; )i = B(hUi; ) :
Proof: Assume that U is valuation disjoint from K in V . To prove that v(U) = v(hUi), it su ces to prove the inclusion \ " since the reverse is trivial. Proof: Take y 2 hUinU; we have to show that the extension U U +Fy admits a valuation basis. As in Remark 3.11, let X U be K-valuation independent in V and k x 2 K n f0g such that y = P x2X k x x. Then k x = 2 F for at least one x 2 X. After subtraction of a suitable element from U, we can even assume that all k x 6 = 0 are not in K. Set = v(y) . Then = v(x) 
Proof: We have that U is valuation disjoint from K in V and hUi is nice in V .
By Proposition 3.9, U is valuation disjoint from K 0 in V 0 . It remains to show that K 0 hUi is nice in V 0 . We will even show that K 0 hUi is nice in V . First we observe that K 0 hUi K V is a correct extension: by hypothesis, hUi = K h K 0 hUii is nice in V ; and by Proposition 3.9, K 0 hUi is valuation disjoint from K in V . Now by Corollary 3.15, K 0 hUi is nice in V .
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Lemma 3.17 Let F U K V be a correct extension and F U K 0 V 0 K V . Suppose that V 0 admits a nite K 0 -valuation basis over K 0 hUi which remains K-valuation independent over K hUi. Then K 0 V 0 K V is also a correct extension. Proof: By Lemma 3.7, V 0 is valuation disjoint from K in V over K 0 hUi, and by Proposition 3.9, K 0 hUi is valuation disjoint from K in V . Hence by Corollary 3.13, V 0 is valuation disjoint from K in V . Moreover, K hV 0 i is nice in V : since by hypothesis hUi is nice in V and hUi K hV 0 i is nite, the assertion follows from Theorem 2.2.
We say that K V is nitely generated over F U if F U K V , K is nitely generated over F as a eld, and dim K (V=hUi) < 1. If F U K 0 V 0 K V and K 0 V 0 is nitely generated over F U, then hV 0 i is nitely generated over hUi. Proposition 3.18 Let F U K V be a correct extension and K 0 V 0 K V such that K 0 V 0 is nitely generated over F U. Then there exists K 00 V 00 , nitely generated over F U, such that K 0 V 0 K 00 V 00 K V and K 00 V 00 K V is a correct extension. Proof: We wish to show that there exists K 00 nitely generated over K 0 and a vector space K 00 V 00 , nitely generated over K 00 hV 0 i, such that V 00 admits a K 00 -valuation basis over K 00 hUi which remains K-valuation independent in V over hUi.
Then K 00 V 00 will be the required extension: clearly, K 00 V 00 is nitely generated over F U, and the last assertion follows from Lemma 3.17. We have that K 0 hUi K 0 V 0 is a nite extension; so let fx 1 ; : : :; x n g be a basis of K 0 V 0 over K 0 hUi. The extension hUi hV 0 i is also nite. Since hUi is nice in V and thus also in hV 0 i by hypothesis, Theorem 2.2 shows that hV 0 i admits a K-valuation basis B over hUi. Let K 00 be a nitely generated extension of K 0 such that every x i is a K 00 -linear combination of elements of B and of U. Set V 00 := K 00 hB Ui : Then B is a K 00 -valuation basis of V 00 over K 00 hUi which remains K-valuation independent in V over hUi. If K = K 0 , then we will speak of an embedding of valued K-vector spaces if = id. The so de ned embeddings are isomorphisms if all involved maps are surjective. Every embedding f = ( ; '; ) of valued vector spaces induces an embedding f S = ( ; ; fh ; 2 v(V )g) of their skeletons, which satis es: 8x 2 V : V 0 ( (v(x)); '(x)) = h v(x) ( V (v(x); x)) : If f induces f S , then we will also say that f S lifts to f. In this section, we will consider how embeddings of skeletons can be lifted to embeddings of valued vector spaces. We will rst discuss the case of a xed base eld. B) is a K-basis of B(V; ) over B(U; ), for every 2 v(V ). Consequently, the set h ( V ( ; B)) is K-independent in B(V 0 ; ( )) over B(U; ( )). We choose a set B 0 of representatives in V 0 for the elements of S 2v(V ) h ( V ( ; B)). By Proposition 2.1, B 0 is K 0 -valuation independent in V 0 over U. Hence, every injective map from B into B 0 extends additively to an embedding ' of V into V 0 over U as Kvector spaces. We choose this map as follows: for each x 2 B we let its image in B 0 be the representant of h v(x) ( V (v(x); x)).
To show that ' has the required properties, let x 2 V and write x = P n i=1 k i x i with x i 2 B and 0 6 = k i 2 K. Since B is a valuation basis, we have that v( From Proposition 3.10 we know that v( V K hUi) = v(U) = v 0 ( V 0 K 0 hUi). Hence it su ces to show that v 0 ('(y)) = v(y) for all y 2 V K hUi. As in Remark 3.11, let X U be K-valuation independent in V , and k x 2 K such that y = P x2X k x x. Then X is F-valuation independent in U, and it remains K 0 -valuation independent in V 0 because U is valuation disjoint from K 0 in V 0 . Further, k x = 0 if and only if (k x ) = 0. So we have that 
Ax{Kochen{Ershov Principles
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1.1 and a somewhat more general principle for the elementary equivalence of valued vector spaces over a common subspace (Proposition 5.6). We will use the following general model theoretic principles:
Lemma 5 It remains to show that for every embedding f of (V; v) in (V ; v ), the induced skeleton embedding f S = (id; ; fh ; 2 v(V )) satis es that is the identity on v(V ) = v(U) v (V ) and that h is the identity on B(V; ) = B(U; ) B (V ; ) for every 2 v(V ) = v(U). The former follows directly from the fact that f is an embedding over U. To show the latter, take x 2 V . Since (U; v) (V; v) is immediate, there is some z 2 U such that v( 
Quanti er elimination
As an immediate corollary to Proposition 5.6, we obtain: For valued vector spaces with variable base eld, it seems that there is no quanti er elimination in a natural \small" language. For instance, it does not su ce to adjoin predicates for K-valuation dependence: P(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) :, 9k 1 ; : : :; k n 2 K : v(k 1 x 1 + : : : + k n x n ) > min
The reason is that if the latter holds, then we have no control on v(k 1 x 1 +: : :+k n x n ). In particular, this value need not lie in v(U) if x 1 ; : : : ; x n are taken from an F- Note that in the language L it can be expressed whether a vector space has in nite dimension or a xed nite dimension. This is not possible in L K ; there, it can only be expressed whether a space is in nite or (if the base eld is nite) has a xed nite cardinality. Again by a back and forth construction using the above stated properties of vector spaces, one shows: Proposition 5.9 Let Since the class of dense linear orderings without endpoints is complete and admits quanti er elimination, Theorem 1.3 is an immediate consequence of this theorem.
Ax{Kochen{Ershov Principles with additional predicates
Suppose that we enrich the language of valued vector spaces by a set of predicates P V := fP i V ; i 2 Ig and the language of skeletons by a set of predicates P S := fP j S ; j 2 Jg. Throughout this section, we let T be an elementary theory of valued vector spaces with skeletons and coe cient map in the enriched language L VS P V P S , in which the P i V are interpreted as predicates on the valued vector spaces, and the P j S as predicates on the skeletons. We consider models ( K V; v; P V ; ; S( K V; v); P S ) of T . If the predicates P i V are T -de nable from the P j S , then it follows that an embedding f of ( K V; v) will respect the predicates P i V if the embedding f S of S( K V; v) respects the predicates P j S . Conversely, if the predicates P j S are T -de nable from the P i V , then it follows that an embedding f will respect the predicates P i V only if f S respects the predicates P j S . In the above proofs of our model theoretic results, we can replace all embeddings by embeddings which preserve the respective predicates. In this way, we obtain the following versions for additional predicates:
Theorem 5.11 Suppose that T is as described above and that ( F U; v; P V ; ; : : :) ( K V; v; P V ; ; : : :) is an extension of models of T . If the predicates P i V are Tde nable from the predicates P j S and if (S( F U; v); P S ) 9 (S( K V; v); P S ) in L S P S , then ( F U; v; P V ) 9 ( K V; v; P V ) in L V P V . Conversely, if the predicates P j S are T -de nable from the predicates P i V and if ( F U; v; P V ) 9 ( K V; v; P V ) in L V P V , then (S( F U; v); P S ) 9 (S( K V; v); P S ) in L S P S .
Analogous assertions hold for \ " and \ " in the place of \ 9 ". For valued K-vector spaces (with the languages L K V P V and L K S P S in the place of L V P V and L S P S ), we also have the analogue to assertion 4) of Theorem 1.1.
We leave it to the reader to write down the corresponding versions of Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3.
Ordered (K; <)-vector spaces
In the following, let (K; <) be any ordered eld.
Proposition 5.12 Let (U; <) (V; <) and (U; <) (V ; < ) be extensions of ordered (K; <)-vector spaces. Assume that (V ; < ) is -saturated, with > card (V ). Then there is an embedding of (V; <) in (V ; < ) over U. Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 5.2, we can assume that V = U + Ky.
Consider the following set of L K OV (U fXg)-sentences, where X is a new constant symbol: p = f\X < V b" ; b 2 U and y < bg f\c < V X" ; c 2 U and c < yg 21 We show that p diagram(U; <) is consistent. If p = ;, then there is nothing to show. Assume that p 6 = ;, which yields that U 6 = 0. We let p 0 p be nonempty and nite and show that p 0 is realisable in (U; <). The sets p < 0 := fb 2 U ; \X < V b" 2 p 0 g and p > 0 := fc 2 U ; \c < V X" 2 p 0 g are nite; so let b 0 the minimum of the rst set and c 0 the maximum of the second set. Then c 0 < b 0 because c 0 < y < b 0 in V . Since every nontrivial ordered (K; <)-vector space is densely ordered, there is an element a 2 U such that a 0 < a < b 0 . Now a realises p 0 because a < b 0 b for every b 2 p < 0 and c c 0 < a for every c 2 p > 0 .
By the saturation property of (V ; < ), p is realised by some y 2 V . We 
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Again by model theoretic back and forth constructions similar to the one used in the proof of Proposition 5.6, we obtain: Corollary 5.13 If (U; <) (V; <) and (U; <) (V 0 ; < 0 ) are extensions of ordered (K; <)-vector spaces, then (V; <) and (V 0 ; < 0 ) are elementarily equivalent over U.
Proposition 5.14 Let O be an elementary class of totally ordered sets and (K; <) an ordered eld. Then the elementary class of ordered skeletons (K; ?; fB ; 2 ?g) with ? 2 O and ordered (K; <)-vector spaces B is complete (or model complete, or admits quanti er elimination) if and only if O has the same property.
